Acute stroke lesion segmentation and prediction tasks are of great clinical interest as they can help doctors make better informed time-critical treatment decisions. Automatic segmentation of these lesions is a complex task due to their heterogeneous appearance, dynamic evolution and inter-patient differences. Typically, acute stroke lesion tasks are approached with methods developed for chronic stroke or other brain lesions. However, the pathophysiology and anatomy of acute stroke lesions establishes an inherently different problem that needs special consideration. In this work, we propose a novel deep learning architecture specially designed for acute stroke tasks that involve approximating complex non-linear functions with reduced data. Within our strategy, class imbalance is tackled using a hybrid strategy based on state-of-the-art train sampling strategies designed for other brain lesion related tasks, which is more suited to the anatomy and pathophysiology of acute stroke lesions. The proposed method is evaluated on three unrelated public international challenge datasets (ISLES) without any dataset specific hyper-parameter tuning. These involve the tasks of sub-acute stroke lesion segmentation, acute stroke penumbra estimation and chronic extent prediction from acute MR images. The performance of the proposed architecture is analysed both against similar deep learning architectures from chronic stroke and related biomedical tasks and also by submitting the segmented test images for blind online evaluation on each of the challenges. When compared with the rest of submitted strategies, our method achieves top-rank performance among the best submitted entries in all the three challenges, showing its capability to deal with different unrelated tasks without hyper-parameter tuning. In order to promote the reproducibility of our results, a public version of the proposed method has been released.
Introduction
Stroke is a medical condition by which an abnormal blood flow in the brain causes the death of cerebral tissue. Stroke is the third cause of morbidity worldwide, after myocardial infarction and cancer, and the most prevalent cause of acquired disability (Redon et al., 2011) . The affected tissue in the acute phase can be divided into three concentric regions depending on the potential for recovery, also referred as salvageability: core, penumbra and benign oligemia (Rekik et al., 2012) . The core, located at the centre, is formed by irreversibly damaged tissue from a fatally low blood supply.
The penumbra, located around the core, represents tissue at risk but that can still be recovered if blood flow is restored. Finally, the benign oligemia is the outter most ring whose vascularity has been altered but is not at risk of damage. Once the symptoms of stroke have been identified, a shorter time to treatment is highly correlated with a positive outcome (Sheth et al., 2015) . Mechanical thrombectomy is a strongly recommended option for elegible patients (Campbell et al., 2017) . However, this surgery is not free of risks, an overall complication rate of 15.3% was observed in a year long study (Singh et al., 2017) . In the treatment decision context, acute penumbra segmentation can be used as a quantitative estimate of the tissue that could be salvaged with treatment. On the other hand, lesion outcome prediction methods can provide a quantitative estimate of the tissue that could be lost without any treatment. These two methods can provide doctors with the estimated out-come of both scenarios and allow for more informed treatment decisions.
Automating tasks for stroke lesions is complex due to its relation with the vascular system and a highly dynamic evolution. Stroke lesions can occur anywhere in the brain, may not appear as homogeneous regions and its appearance varies significantly over time . Additionally, imaging of acute stroke lesions requires the use of several MRI modalities since the distinct lesion parts have different appearance depending on the imaging principle (Rekik et al., 2012) . The complexity of the task, clinical nuances and the absence of quality public datasets have been factors that contributed to a sparse and diffuse state of the art for acute stroke methods.
Recently, the Ischemic Stroke Lesion Segmentation (ISLES) challenge started in 2015 to provide a platform for a fair and direct comparison of automated methods for stroke. Its first edition included the sub-acute ischemic stroke lesion segmentation (SISS) and the acute stroke outcome/penumbra estimation (SPES) subtasks. The ISLES challenge in 2016 and 2017 focused on prediction of chronic lesion outcome from acute images. Until recently, Random Decision Forests (RDFs) (Ho, 1995) were the state-of-theart methods for stroke lesion segmentation due to their excellent generalisation properties, which make them well suited for difficult tasks with few training samples (Maier et al., 2015a) . The two best methods on SPES (Maier et al., 2015b; Mckinley et al., 2015) and the third best on the SISS (Halme et al., 2015) were based on RDFs. More recently, Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Lecun et al., 2015) , which enable the learning of optimal features for each task, have quickly become the state of the art and are replacing RDF based methods. In the 2016 edition, among the top three methods one was based on RDFs and two on CNNs. In the 2017 edition, only CNNs were present among the top three methods (Winzeck et al., 2018) . Even though CNNs can learn optimal features for the task at hand, they are still restricted by the architectural design, the amount and quality of available data and the training procedure. Recently, advances in regularisation techniques and data imbalance handling allow for increased CNN generalisation performance in brain lesion segmentation that rivals that of RDFs. More specifically, the U-Net architecture is very well suited for segmentation tasks and methods based on it have quickly become state of the art for stroke segmentation. This is clearly seen in the submissions for the ISLES 2017 challenge, where 10 out of the 14 participating methods, including the top three, were based on this kind of architectures (Winzeck et al., 2018) .
In this work, we propose a novel deep learning architecture, the Stroke U-Net (SUNet), specifically designed for different acute stroke tasks such as segmentation and prediction. The architecture is an asymmetric encoder-decoder network with global and local residual connections that allows the use of a higher number of parameters without increased overfitting. Additionally, we review two recently proposed training patch sampling strategies originally designed for chronic stroke and brain lesions aiming to solve the data imbalance problem. We also combine the best of both into a hybrid strategy specifically designed for acute stroke tasks. The SUNet architecture and the reviewed patch sampling strategies are evaluated by cross-validation on three public ISLES challenge datasets, encompassing the tasks of stroke lesion and penumbra segmentation and outcome prediction. The SUNet architecture is compared against three baseline U-Net architectures, including one 2D model and two 3D models with and without residual connections, to assess the effect of different architectural design elements and its performance in acute stroke. The proposed methodology is evaluated by submission to the ISLES 2015, SISS and SPES, and 2017 challenge editions, using the provided web platform for an external and direct comparison to state-ofthe-art methods. Furthermore, we make the development framework used for evaluation of the proposed and reviewed methods publicly available.
Methodology

Proposed architecture
Automated methods for acute stroke need to deal with a highly complex non-linear function between input intensities and output probabilities. From a deep learning point of view, the proposed architecture needs to have a large number of parameters to capture the complexity of the function. However, if the number of parameters is high enough, the network might have enough capability to memorise the whole training set without distilling meaningful and generalisable features. In this case, the network would have overfitted the training data and would generalise poorly for other images. The typically small amount of samples in public stroke datasets, due to the clinical nuances of acute stroke imaging, increases the risk of overfitting. To obtain the desired generalisability properties, a strong regularisation can be applied to the training images with data augmentation and during the training procedure with Figure 1 : Proposed SUNet architecture with 3D convolutions, 4 resolution steps and 32 base filters. The architecture consists of an asymmetrical encoder-decoder network optimised for acute stroke tasks. The number of channels is indicated above or under each feature map. In the input and output feature maps, I and N denote the number of image modalities and segmentation classes respectively. techniques such as dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) , adversarial training (Goodfellow et al., 2014) or ℓ 1 or ℓ 2 weight penalty. However, regularisation hinders network training and increases convergence times. For instance, Srivastava et al. (2014) noted that when using dropout typical training times were doubled or even tripled. Consequently, since strong regularisation techniques have to be used to promote generalisability, architectural features that ease convergence as much as possible are needed. The SUNet architecture, depicted in Figure 1 , was designed based on these premises, using a high number of parameters to capture the high complexity of the task while maximising the representational power to promote generalisability.
The proposed architecture is an encoderdecoder network based on the original 2D U-Net . More recently, the uResNet architecture (Guerrero et al., 2018) , using short and long residual connections, achieved state-of-the-art performance with a fraction of the parameters in chronic stroke lesion segmentation. Furthermore, volumetric information for acute stroke is vital due to the wide spatial correlations involved in tissue differentiation or capturing the collateral blood supply for prediction. Hence, we also take design elements from the uRes-Net and 3D U-Net (Ç içek et al., 2016) , which is the extension of the 2D U-Net made for volumetric dense biomedical segmentation. For the convolutional and transposed convolutional layers we only employ small 3 × 3 or 3 × 3 × 3 kernels to improve the capacity of the network while using a lower number of parameters for the same receptive field (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) .
The use of local residual connections (He et al., 2016) , with the use of residual blocks, results in architectures that are easier to optimise and can gain accuracy from considerably increased depth. Residual connections ease backpropagation flow, improving convergence properties, and the identity mapping facilitates the learning of better fitted features. The work of Zagoruyko and Komodakis (2016) shows that local residual blocks using two convolutional layers are the most optimal in terms of parameters per residual connections. Furthermore, global residual connections with the use of summation skip connections have shown state-of-the-art results in chronic stroke lesion segmentation while using a reduced number of parameters (Guerrero et al., 2018) . For the design of SUNet we use summation skip connection and residual blocks featuring two convolutions per residual connection. We explicitly avoid changing the number of channels inside residual blocks and instead perform this change in the downsampling and upsampling blocks. This avoids the use of a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution in the identity path, that would increase parameter count, to adapt the number of channels for the summation connection.
Convolutional neural networks for real-time semantic segmentation improve inference times through the use of less parameters while keeping the same representational power. Since this paradigm is nearly identical to the one desired for stroke segmentation, we have successfully imported many design cues from this kind of networks. The SegNet architecture (Badrinarayanan et al., 2017) achieved state-of-the-art performance in indoor and outdoor semantic object segmentation with a three fold reduction in inference times with respect to previous methods. The ENet architecture (Paszke et al., 2016) achieved comparable results to SegNet while using 98.7% less parameters, which allows for 20 times faster inference times. In the following, we summarise the most important design choices from this kind of networks for the SUNet architecture.
Asymmetric design. Typical U shaped architectures for biomedical image segmentation have symmetric encoder-decoder designs. However, it has been shown that the decoder's role is not as crucial as it may seem, mainly upsampling the work of the encoder and finetuning the details (Paszke et al., 2016) . In other words, the amount of parameters in the decoder branch can be reduced without a decrease in representational power. For our design, we use residual blocks with two convolutional layers in the encoder and with a single convolutional for the decoder.
Information preserving dimensionality changes. We perform downsampling by concatenating the result of a 2 × 2 × 2 max pooling operation in parallel with a convolutional using a stride of 2 × 2 × 2 as proposed by Szegedy et al. (2015) . This strategy avoids representational bottlenecks while keeping the number of parameters contained. Finally, upsampling in the decoder branch is performed with the use of transposed convolutions with a stride of 2 × 2 × 2.
Non-linear projections. Instead of the more typical rectified linear unit (ReLU) (Nair and Hinton, 2010) we use a parametric version, the PReLU non-linearity (He et al., 2015) , in our residual blocks as suggested by Paszke et al. (2016) . This parametric version of the ReLu learns the slope of the non-linear projection of the activation map at training time. In this way, more suited activation slopes for each feature can be found and irrelevant information can be filtered out quicker. This is especially beneficial in networks with limited depth that do not have enough room to adapt the features to the identity transfer function of the conventional ReLu.
Class imbalance
Class imbalance is an issue for training automatic lesion segmentation methods since these are typically only a small part of the brain. Using uniform patch sampling would result in a training set where only a small fraction of the patches present lesion voxels. Not providing enough examples of the appearance of lesions at training time would induce a bias towards the healthy class and reduce the performance of the network. A recent approach in brain lesion segmentation is the use of patch based networks combined with deliberate patch sampling strategies to have a balanced class representation in the training set (Wang et al., 2016; Havaei et al., 2017; Kamnitsas et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017; Guerrero et al., 2018) . Additionally, patch sampling strategies can be combined with the use of weighted loss functions, like the Generalised Dice Loss (Sudre et al., 2017) or the Generalised Wasserstein Dice Score (Fidon et al., 2018) , or multi-step training .
Another important factor influencing class imbalance is the patch size. Since there are much fewer lesion voxels than healthy ones, bigger patches tend to include more healthy class voxels and further worsen class imbalance in the training set. The effect of patch size is quite significant and the average overlap quickly degrades as bigger sizes are considered. Hence, the patch sizes need to make a compromise between providing a big enough receptive field for effective segmentation and a sufficiently small patch size so that class imbalance does not negatively affect performance. In this work, we use small patch sizes of 24 × 24 × 8 for the 3D models, given the typically lower axial resolution of stroke datasets, and 48×48 for the 2D ones. These patch sizes were determined by empirical tests and make a good compromise between receptive field and the effect of class imbalance in the three considered datasets.
Training patch sampling
In this work, we review two recently proposed training patch sampling strategies for chronic stroke and brain lesions and evaluate how they perform in each of the three considered acute and sub-acute stroke tasks. More specifically, we review a balanced strategy and a lesion centred strategy (Guerrero et al., 2018) . In the balanced strategy, training patches are extracted with 50% probability of being centred either on lesion or healthy voxels. In contrast, the lesion centred strategy exclusively uses lesion patch sampling, where all training patches are extracted centred on a lesion voxel. Additionally, a random offset added to the sampling point avoids location bias, where a lesion voxel is always expected at the patch centre, while also providing some degree of data augmentation.
We find these strategies can be further optimised for acute stroke imaging by taking into account the anatomy and pathophysiolgy of stroke. In the acute case, a lesion centred strategy makes the implicit assumption that the tissue surrounding the lesion is enough representation of the healthy class and that it can be generalised for segmentation of the rest of the brain. However, the tissue surrounding the lesion has altered vascular and structural properties, forming the area known as benign oligemia. This area is affected by the physiological reperfusion response of the brain by protraction of neighbouring vessels that induces an abnormal vascularity (Rekik et al., 2012) . The balanced strategy implicitly assumes a binary classification problem with two tissue types, healthy or lesion. However, the anatomy of stroke lesions involves up to four different tissue types: healthy, benign oligemia, penumbra and core. We combine elements of both into a hybrid training patch sampling strategy, the balanced with offset strategy depicted in Figure 2 , for acute stroke imaging tasks.
In the balanced with offset strategy, class imbalance is addressed in a similar way as in the balanced strategy where, for each patient, 50% of the training patches are extracted with uniform sampling and the other 50% with lesion sampling. We aim to have a balanced patch representation of each patient lesion by ensuring the same number of patches is extracted from each case. For patients with smaller lesions, a combination of several patch extractions from the same lesion voxel and data augmentation is done to ensure the desired number is reached. Since lesion voxels will have a random offset applied, the central voxel of the extracted patch will be different for each of the repetitions of a voxel. The voxels sampled from the lesion class have a random offset added of up to half of the patch size, to ensure the originally sampled voxel remains in the patch. This will increase the representation of the benign oligemia, the region surrounding the lesion, which would otherwise be an underrepresented part of the healthy class. The voxels are then resampled, removing or repeating them to reach the desired amount, at regular spatial steps to ensure that all parts of the brain are equally represented. Finally, patches are extracted centred on these voxels. Additionally, for the lesion sampled patches, data augmentation is applied with five anatomically feasible operations including sagittal reflections and 90°, 180°and 270°axial rotations.
Network training
For training of deep learning architectures in stroke related tasks, crossentropy is employed as the loss function and a soft Dice loss (Sudre et al., 2017) based on the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) is used as the monitored metric for early stopping with a patience of 6 epochs. It was observed that, when training with a reduced amount of data, a lower validation crossentropy loss is not always correlated with a better segmentation overlap. However, the soft Dice loss is much more correlated and serves as a good metric to detect overfitting and interrupt the training when using early stopping. Figure 3 shows the average segmentation overlap of validation cases with respect to the validation crossentropy and soft Dice loss metrics, the monitored ones for early stopping, as reported by the optimiser during training.
Segmentation and post-processing
To segment a volume with patch-based methods first the patches are extracted and forward passed through the net individually. The segmented patches are then combined in a common space with the same dimensions as the original volume, preserving their original spatial location, to produce the final segmentation. In our case, the combination is performed per voxel by averaging the class probabilities of the various segmentations. Patches are sampled uniformly with a regular extraction step of 6 × 6 × 1 to make sure all the parts of the volume are forward passed through the network. In this way, some degree of overlap between the extracted patches is used, as depicted in Figure 4 , since the extraction step is smaller than the patch size. Therefore, the same voxel is labelled seen in different neighbourhoods and the resulting class probabilities are averaged. This technique reduces the need for post-processing steps as it improves spatial label coherence and it minimises the number of small segmentation errors, i.e. holes, block boundary artefacts, etc. Furthermore, the employed extraction step combined with the full patch prediction offered by U-Net architectures means segmentation of a whole volume typically takes less than a minute.
Finally, the post-processing step involves a thresholding of the class probabilities followed by a connected component filtering by lesion volume. The variable threshold can compensate over/under confident networks while the minimum lesion size takes advantage of lesion priors to minimise false positives. In practice, the probability maps are binarised using an empirically computed threshold and minimum lesion size for each evaluation that maximises the desired metrics.
Implementation details
The proposed and reviewed methods have been implemented in Python, using the research oriented Keras high-level neural networks API (Chollet and Others, 2015) . All experiments have been run on a GNU/Linux machine running Ubuntu 18.04 with 32GB of RAM memory and an Intel ® Core™ i7-7800X CPU. The training of reviewed and proposed architectures has been done with an NVIDIA TITAN X GPU (NVIDIA corp, United States) with 12GB G5X memory. The proposed method is currently available for download 1 .
Evaluation and results
Data
For evaluation of the proposed methodology we will use three public datasets from the 2015 and 2017 editions of the ISLES challenge. Each of these datasets represents a different task including penumbra and whole lesion segmentation, in the ISLES 2015 SISS and SPES dataset respectively, and lesion outcome prediction for the ISLES 2017 dataset, which is an extension of the 2016 with some additional cases.
ISLES 2015 (SISS). This subtask consisting on subacute lesion segmentation included 28 training images composed of 4 co-registered modalities including anatomical (T1, T2, FLAIR) and diffusion (DWI) MRI acquired in the first week after onset. All four provided MRI modalities are used for evaluation. The provided ground truth, the lesion extent, was manually segmented by an experienced medical doctor using both FLAIR and DWI images.
ISLES 2015 (SPES). This subtask focusing on penumbra segmentation included 30 training images composed of 7 co-registered modalities including anatomical (T1 contrast, T2), diffusion (DWI) and perfusion (CBF, CBV, TTP, Tmax) MRI acquired in the acute stage. All seven provided MRI modalities are used for evaluation. The whole lesion extent and the core had to be segmented in perfusion and diffusion images respectively to obtain the penumbra label, the gold standard . Manual segmentations were essentially generated by applying currently accepted linear thresholds on these two kinds of images. Despite the semi manual intervention and post processing, the semi systematic way in which the ground truth was generated by thresholding establishes a relatively simple numerical correlation between the intensities and output label.
ISLES 2017. The ISLES challenge 2016 and 2017 editions focused on prediction, consisting on segmentation of the chronic lesion extent from acute images. The 2017 dataset includes 43 training images composed of 6 co-registered modalities including diffusion (ADC) and perfusion (CBF, CBV, MTT, TTP, Tmax) MRI acquired in the first 24h after onset. All six provided MRI modalities are used for evaluation. An anatomical sequence (T2 or FLAIR) was acquired when the lesion had stabilised and the provided ground-truth, the chronic lesion extent, was manually drawn on those scans.
Analysis 3.2.1. Training patch sampling strategies
With the purpose of evaluating the performance of the reviewed patch sampling strategies for each of the considered tasks we implemented the lesion centred, balanced and balanced with offset strategies. These were then used to extract the training set patches for training the SUNet network depicted in Figure 1 . To obtain the evaluation results, cross-validation is performed in 5 folds on all three datasets, adjusting the amount of cases per fold accordingly, with each strategy. The metrics used for evaluation of the strategies are the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) (Dice, 1945) , sensitivity, specificity and Hausdorff distance (HD). The DSC, defined in Equation (1), measures the relative overlap of the segmentation with the ground truth and is used as a measure of segmentation performance. The sensitivity and specificity, defined in Equation (2) and (3) measure the segmentation accuracy for the lesion and healthy classes respectively and are used to study the effects of different strategies for each class independently.
where TP and FP denote the number of voxels correctly and incorrectly classified as lesion, respectively, and TN and FN denote the number of voxels correctly and incorrectly classified as non-lesion, respectively. The HD, defined in Equation (4), can be intuitively seen as a measure of the distance of the largest error between the segmentation (A) and ground truth (B) and is a measure of segmentation quality and consistency. A, B), h(B, A) 
HD(A, B) = max(h(
), where h(A, B) = max a∈A min b∈B ||a − b||(4)
Proposed architecture
With the purpose of evaluating the effects of different design elements, the proposed architecture is compared with three baseline U-Net based architectures using 2D patches and 3D patches with and without residual connections. The baseline models are based in networks for either chronic stroke lesion segmentation, the uRes-Net (Guerrero et al., 2018) , or other related biomedical tasks, 2D U-Net and 3D U-Net (Ç içek et al., 2016) . In the case of Guerrero et al. (2018) a 3D extension of the uResNet architecture is used. The SUNet model used for comparison is the one depicted in Figure 1 , with 4 resolution steps and 32 base filters, to match the number of steps and features in the latent space of the implemented 3D U-Net and 3D uRe-sNet architecture. The evaluation is performed by crossvalidation in 5 folds on all three datasets, adjusting the amount of cases per fold accordingly. The models were trained with patches extracted according to the balanced with offset strategy, since it had a good overall performance in all three tasks. The metrics used for evaluation of the different architectures are the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) and Hausdorff distance (HD) between the predicted segmentation and the provided ground truth to compare the overall segmentation performance and quality respectively.
Network training
All deep learning networks have been trained with the same training hyper-parameters to offer a fair comparison between them. To avoid costly grid search, the Adadelta optimiser (Zeiler, 2012) is used. This optimiser requires no manual tuning of a learning rate and appears robust to noisy gradient information, different model architecture choices, various data modalities and selection of hyper-parameters. A batch size of 32 is used, as smaller batch sizes help capture finer variabilities between the given samples. As stated in Section 2.2, we use patches of size 24 × 24 × 8 for the 3D models and 48 × 48 for the 2D ones. A global goal of 250 000 patches for training is set for each cross-validation fold.
Challenge evaluation
With the purpose of evaluating the proposed methodology against state-of-the-art methods for acute stroke we submit it for external evaluation with the three challenges testing set. The web platform used to hold the ISLES 2015 2 and 2017 3 challenges remains open for later submission and maintains an ongoing challenge leaderboard where the testing set results are publicly displayed (Kistler et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2017) . In this way, a fair and direct method comparison is possible. For evaluation in the challenge framework of ISLES we use the proposed training patch sampling strategy for training five models of the SUNet architecture, one for each cross-validation fold, with 4 resolution steps and 32 base filters for all three tasks. Then, an ensemble is made with the five models that averages the predicted probabilities of each to produce a single output. The cross-validation models used for the submission to the SPES and ISLES 2017 challenges are the ones trained for the comparison to baseline architectures. For the SISS challenge submission, an additional cross-validation was performed increasing the number of training patches to 700 000 and using a smaller batch size of 16, all other hyper-parameters were kept equal. Table 1 shows the evaluation results of the different strategies in each of the datasets. In general, the balanced with offset strategy shows consistent higher DSC values in all three datasets as compared with the other strategies. In all three tasks, the lesion centred strategy obtains the worst HD while the balanced strategies achieve comparable values.
Training patch sampling results
Lesion/Penumbra segmentation. In the SISS and SPES dataset, the addition of a random offset to the balanced strategy improves the average DSC, mainly due to the better sensitivity, while slightly worsening HD values. In the SISS dataset, the lesion centred strategy obtains a much lower average overlap, sensitivity and specificity as compared with the balanced strategies. In the SPES dataset, the lesion centred strategy achieves the best sensitivity but also the worst specificity, resulting in a lower DSC as compared with the balanced with offset strategy.
Lesion outcome prediction. In the ISLES 2017 dataset, the addition of a random offset to the balanced strategy improves the results of all evaluated metrics. The lesion centred strategy obtains similar specificity values with respect to the balanced strategies but worse DSC, HD and sensitivity. Table 2 shows the evaluation results of the proposed and reviewed deep learning architectures. In general, the SUNet architecture has a higher average DSC in all three datasets with respect to the second best method.
Proposed architecture results
Lesion/penumbra segmentation. The results show consistently improved average overlap of the SUNet architecture than the rest in both the SISS and SPES datasets. The other two 3D architectures, 3D U-Net and 3D uRe-sNet, obtain really similar overlap and Haussdorf distance values in both tasks. Finally, the two dimensional U-Net architecture obtains a much better Haussdorf distance on both datasets as compared with the 3D architectures. In the SISS dataset, our architecture achieves the best average overlap while obtaining a similar Haussdorf distance to the rest. In the SPES dataset, SUNet obtains the best average overlap value with the lowest deviation as compared against the 3D architectures, the 3D U-Net and uResNet. Qualitative results of representative cases from the SISS and SPES dataset can be found on Figure 5 and 6 respectively. Lesion outcome prediction. Table 2 shows the evaluation metrics for the ISLES 2017 dataset while Figure 7 shows the segmentation results of an example case. The results show a better average overlap and Haussdorf distance of the SUNet architecture in the ISLES 2017 dataset than any of the other architectures. The two 3D architectures, 3D U-Net and uResNet, obtain really similar overlap and Haussdorf distance values. The two dimensional U-Net obtains much worse performance in this task than the other architectures in all evaluated metrics compared to the lesion/penumbra segmentation task, where it had similar and better values. Table 3 shows the best entries at the time of writing this paper, ranked by average DSC, from the SISS, SPES and ISLES 2017 ongoing testing leaderboards. The proposed methodology ranks 6 th out of 43 in the SISS challenge, 1 st out of 19 in the SPES challenge and 2 nd out of 32 in ISLES 2017. In the SPES challenge, our proposed methodology is the first based on deep learning to surpass the original challenge winners, all using RDF based methods .
Challenge results
Discussion
In this paper, we have presented a novel deep learning architecture tailored to acute stroke segmentation and prediction tasks. Additionally, three training patch sampling strategies have been reviewed to solve the problem of data imbalance with acute stroke lesions. The proposed methodology achieves state-of-the-art performance in acute and sub-acute stroke segmentation and prediction as shown in the results of the three submitted ISLES challenges. It is worth noting that we obtain these results in three different challenges while performing minimal changes to the training hyper-parameters and procedure. This performance is achieved thanks to the balanced with offset training patch sampling strategy, more suited for acute stroke lesions, and the higher parameter count of SUNet combined with its better implicit generalisation.
The lower rank obtained in the SISS challenge is due to the sub-acute nature of the images, acquired in the first week after onset. At this point, the lesion has largely stabilised and the regions of penumbra and benign oligemia are less relevant for lesion segmentation. In this case, the higher parameter count of SUNet, originally designed for acute stroke, combined with the lower number of relevant tissue types means the network is likely overfitting the data. Despite this, our method still achieves competitive performance and ranks 6 th out of the 43 entries in the online leaderboard.
Training patch sampling strategy
The balanced with offset strategy shows a higher overlap, sensitivity and specificity with respect to the balanced strategy in all three tasks. This can only be due to the only difference between them, the addition of a random offset to the lesion sampled voxels before patch extraction. In practice, the added random offset increases the number of voxels from the region surrounding the lesion in the training set. In segmentation tasks, this means an increased representation of the benign oligemia is present that allows for learning improved lesion parts differentiation. In prediction tasks, the probability of spontaneous reperfusion, and hence positive outcome, is strongly correlated with the amount of collateral blood supply. The addition of the random offset increases the representation of adjacent regions and helps to better learn the correlation between these and lesion fate.
Lesion/penumbra segmentation. The addition of a random offset to the balanced strategy improves the DSC values but slightly increases HD in both segmentation tasks, which is due to a worse lesion border segmentation accuracy. However, it seems counter-intuitive that an increased representation of lesion border regions in the training set is causing worse performance in these same regions. With the more balanced representation of lesion parts, the training loss is better optimised by improving tissue differentiation than by ensuring more confident classification. The higher number of characterised tissues might cause spurious activations in border regions where the tissue has an ambiguous appearance.
The lower specificity values of the lesion centred strategy in the SISS and SPES dataset as compared with the balanced strategies suggests that the area surrounding the lesion is not enough representation of the healthy class. Solely sampling from lesion voxels results in a training set where most of the healthy class voxels correspond to the benign oligemia and few to truly healthy tissue with unaltered vascular properties. This means a part of the healthy class is under-represented in the training set and the network cannot learn to differentiate it, which causes a reduced specificity and worse overlap. We can conclude that some degree of healthy voxel sampling distant from the lesion is needed to have a complete representation of the healthy class in segmentation tasks.
Lesion outcome prediction. While in the SISS and SPES datasets the specificity obtained by the lesion centred strategy is quite worse than that of the other strategies, it achieves comparable values in the prediction task. This is due to a more varied representation of tissue under the lesion class in prediction images. Given the time passed since image acquisition and labelling, combined with the dynamic lesion evolution, solely sampling from lesion labelled voxels would still yield an increased representation of healthy tissue with unaltered vascularity. The lesion centred strategy obtains a much worse sensitivity compared with the balanced strategies. Exclusively sampling from lesion labelled voxels does not consider the cases where the tissue at risk was finally salvaged and not labelled as lesion in the chronic stage. Without examples from those cases, a bias towards fatal tissue fate is established. Consequently, a bigger number of false positives is obtained that lowers the sensitivity of the network. The HD, sensitivity and specificity improvement seen when a random offset is added to the balanced strategy would also be explained by a similar mechanism. Increasing the representation of areas surrounding the lesion also raises the number of examples of tissue at risk that was eventually salvaged. This offers a more balanced representation of tissue with good and bad outcome and allow the network to better learn correlations for tissue fate, achieving better overall performance.
Proposed architecture
In all three tasks, the SUNet achieves higher DSC values due to a combination of the higher parameter count and the implicit generalisation as a result of the network design. Despite the increased number of parameters of SUNet (7 million) with respect to 3D U-Net (5.5 million) and 3D uResNet (2.7 million) the average overlap is increased. Since the training procedure is the same for all architectures, the results suggest the SUNet architecture can use more parameters without an increase in overfitting that would lead to worse results.
Lesion/penumbra segmentation. The higher DSC obtained by the SUNet architecture in the SISS and SPES datasets shows more tissue overall is correctly identified. However, despite the overlap improvement, the slight increase in HD values in the SPES dataset suggests worse performance on segmentation of borders. This is a similar case to the one observed with the addition of a random offset to the balanced strategy. In this case, a bigger amount of captured correlations is making accurate border segmentation harder as the transition between tissue types is generating spurious activations.
The high similarity between the DSC values of all evaluated methods in the SPES dataset is most probably due to the semi systematic way in which the ground truth was generated by thresholding. In this way, a mainly linear numerical correlation is established between the intensities and output label that all architectures are able to approximate to a similar degree. Still, SUNet achieves a higher average DSC with less variability as compared with the other 3D architectures. Furthermore, in the qualitative results in Figure 6 it can be seen that, while all other architectures tend to undersegment the lesion, SUNet is able to segment the whole region with minimal false positives.
The 2D U-Net achieves the best Haussdorf distance in the SISS and SPES dataset probably due to the lower dimensionality of the patch, which allows it to find more robust and less confounding correlations. However, by not being able to take advantage of three dimensional information it cannot reach the higher overlap values achieved by the 3D architectures. This disadvantage can be clearly seen in the results of the SISS dataset but not fully seen in the ones of SPES. Due to the semi systematic way in which the ground truth was generated in the SPES dataset, 2D correlations are enough and there is no information gain in the richer 3D correlations. Hence, despite the lower dimensionality neighbourhood, for this specific dataset the 2D U-Net is still able to obtain higher average overlap.
Lesion outcome prediction. In the ISLES 2017 dataset, the SUNet architecture has a higher overlap and lower Haussdorf distance as compared to the other three architectures. The increase in segmentation quality and consistency is probably due to the higher parameter count which allows for capturing a bigger number of correlations. This is especially important for lesion outcome prediction, due to the highly chaotic nature of stroke lesion evolution, that requires approximating a highly complex non-linear function with many different and subtle interactions. The high parameter count combined with the implicit generalisation capabilities of the network mean a bigger number of robust features can be distilled from the learned correlations resulting in more consistent segmentations. In the qualitative results (see Figure 7) , it can be observed that the 3D U-Net and 3D uResNet tend to under-segment the lesion and produce irregular boundaries while the 2D U-Net offers more defined boundaries but clearly over-segments the bottom part of the lesion. In this case, the SUNet architecture is able to achieve both defined boundaries and a higher overlap with minimal over-segmentation at the bottom.
The 2D U-Net obtains the worst Haussdorf distance compared with the other evaluated architectures in the ISLES 2017 dataset while obtaining the best values in the segmentation tasks. This data suggests that 2D correlations are insufficient for lesion outcome prediction due to the spatial influence of the collateral blood supply in the 3D space around the lesion for tissue fate. The low DSC and HD values obtained by the two dimensional U-Net underline the importance of a 3D context for the task of lesion outcome prediction.
Conclusion
Acute stroke related tasks set up an inherently different machine learning problem than other brain lesions or even chronic stroke. The high complexity combined with the typically small datasets means stroke related tasks need to be approached with specialised methods that take into account the particular clinical and machine learning considerations. In this work, we explored a design principle for deep learning architectures dealing with acute stroke tasks and proposed a novel deep learning architecture, SUNet, based on these premises. Additionally, we have reviewed three training patch sampling strategies and evaluated their application for acute stroke tasks. We have proven that an increased representation of the surrounding region in the training set leads to better results in both segmentation and prediction tasks. The same proposed methodology performs well in three different acute stroke tasks with no tuning of training hyper-parameters. It achieves state-of-theart performance and ranks among the top performing methods in three different ISLES challenge tasks dealing with segmentation and prediction tasks. Furthermore, we make the development framework used for evaluation of the proposed and reviewed methods publicly available. We strongly believe that the contribution in this work may be beneficial in future clinical scenarios to inform treatment decisions and improve patient outcome.
